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The capabilities of the method of time-resolved magnetic field effect in determining the rates of charge
transfer reactions between radical ions and molecules on a nanosecond time scale have been investi-
gated. The approach relies on the electron spin coherence in radical pair’s partners generated by ionizing
radiation. The spin evolution of the pair is sensitive to the reaction since the latter results in changing
magnetic interactions of the unpaired electron. This process can be monitored by magnetic-field-
sensitive fluorescence from an irradiated sample that is illustrated using reactions involving alkane rad-
ical cations. The accuracy and limitations of the approach are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Charge transfer between radical ions (RIs) and molecules is a
key process for a variety of reactions, occurring in chemical and
biological systems. In order to study these charge transfer reac-
tions, it is important to identify the radical ions involved, ideally,
both the reactant and the product ones. However, the RIs of inter-
est are frequently so reactive that observing themmay be a consid-
erable problem, which imposes great demands on the time
resolution and sensitivity of the experimental technique applied.

In solutions, the most common technique for studying short-
lived RIs and their reactions, is the pulse radiolysis technique to
detect the transient optical absorption spectra of the irradiated
matter. In favorable conditions, the technique allows one to follow
transformations of the intermediates under study even on a
picosecond time scale. Restrictions of the pulse radiolysis are con-
cerned with the generation of a great variety of intermediates, typ-
ically, with broad overlapping absorption bands [1]. In particular,
the pulse radiolysis is not selective to RIs, which carry both a
charge and an unpaired electron spin, and fails to give information
on the RI’s structure comparable to that accessible with EPR
technique.

The time-resolved techniques, based on the measuring of
radiation-induced conductivity, are also used to study RIs transfor-
mations. These methods can be applied only when the charge car-
rier mobility changes significantly in the course of electron transfer
reaction [2,3]. Similar to the pulse radiolysis, this approach fails to
discriminate directly between RIs and a spinless charge carrier.

There are also time-resolved techniques based on the paramag-
netic resonance phenomenon that are therefore specifically sensi-
tive to free radicals. Direct detection of the resonance transitions in
external magnetic fields with a time resolution of 10–30 ns can be
realized with the time-resolved EPR technique (see, e.g. [4,5]) if the
number of spins created in the sample per pulse is high enough.
More sensitive approaches exploiting indirect EPR detection are
the Pulsed Electrically Detected Magnetic Resonance [6,7] and
the Optically or Fluorescence Detected Magnetic Resonance [8,9]
methods that are capable, in principle, to provide a time resolution
of tens of nanoseconds. Evidently, the mentioned approaches are
hardly applicable to investigate charge transfer reactions that are
completed on the time scale shorter than the time resolution of
the methods.

This work was undertaken to expand the potentialities of one
more approach to determining rates of the reactions involving
short-lived radical ions. This is the method of time-resolved mag-
netic field effects (TR MFE) in recombination fluorescence [10,11],
and its advantages originate from its selectivity with regard to rad-
ical ions as well as from a high temporal resolution inherent in
optical measurements.

More precisely, the TR MFE method is sensitive to the spin-
correlated radical ion pairs (RIPs), which arise in media under ion-
izing radiation. The recombination of these pairs in solution may
result in fluorescence only if the spin state of the recombining
RIP is singlet. The magnetic interactions between unpaired elec-
tron spins in the RIP’s partners modulate the singlet state popula-
tion of the pair thus modulating the kinetics of recombination
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fluorescence. As the typical hyperfine coupling (HFC) constants in
organic radical ions are of the order of 1 mT, the singlet–triplet
transitions in RIPs occur usually in the nanosecond time domain.
This makes the TR MFE method well suited for studying the
short-lived RIs and for obtaining the same information on their
characteristics as usually obtained by conventional EPR technique,
namely, HFC constants, g-values, and paramagnetic relaxation
times.

The charge transfer between one of the RIP partners and the
charge acceptor from the bulk does not change spin correlation
in a new RIP. However, the transfer is accompanied by the change
in the magnetic interactions of one of the unpaired electrons,
affecting the subsequent spin evolution of the pair. Thus, generally
speaking, the recombination fluorescence intensity offers informa-
tion on the change in the magnetic interactions of recombining
short-lived RIs with time resolution and, as a result, on the charge
transfer reactions, involving these particles.

This idea about the relation between the RIP spin state dynam-
ics and chemical processes has been previously exploited in some
particular cases for the RIs, having either negligible HFCs or very
high relaxation rates (see below the discussion of Refs. [12–14]).
The present work reports a more general case without serious lim-
itations on EPR spectra characteristics for radical ionic species both
decaying and arising in the course of the reaction. The possibilities
of the approach are illustrated using electron transfer reactions
involving radical cations (RCs) in low-viscosity alkane solutions.
2. Experimental and methodological details

2.1. Experimental

Recombination fluorescence from the n-hexane solutions stud-
ied was excited by �1 ns pulses of X-rays with energy of about
20 keV and registered by single photon counting technique [15]
in the fluorescence band of the p-terphenyl-d14 (p-TP-d14) mole-
cule ðkmax � 360 nmÞ. This aromatic solute, p-TP-d14, was used as
an electron acceptor and luminophore at concentrations of about
30 lM. The rate constant for electron capture by the p-TP-d14
molecule in n-hexane is approximately 3 � 1012 M�1 s�1 [16],
which is two orders of magnitude higher than that for encounter
reactions between molecular species. Under these conditions, most
of the recombination fluorescence is due to the recombination of
the RIPs composed of the RC of the solvent (or the hole acceptor
added to the solution) and the p-TP-d14 radical anion (RA). For
the purposes of this work, it is important that HFC in the RA is com-
paratively small to provide a negligible contribution to the mag-
netic field effects in the time range studied. This allows focusing
on the RCs under study.

Hexane was used as solvent since it has a high ionization poten-
tial and can be brought to a higher purity as compared to other
compounds under study. To form the RCs of interest in the n-
hexane solutions, we added the aliphatic compounds, 2,2,4,4,6,8,
8-heptamethylnonane (HMN), 2,2,4-trimethylpentane (isooctane,
isoOC), 2,6,10,15,19,23-hexamethyltetracosane (squalane, SQ),
and tris(trimethylsilyl)amine (tTMSA) that are unlikely to affect
the motion of solvated electrons in the n-hexane solutions in the
concentration range studied. On the other hand, under our exper-
imental conditions, all of these compounds serve as electron
donors (hole acceptors). Indeed, according to the literature data,
a positive charge should be transferred from the ionized n-
hexane to the above-mentioned alkanes [14] and aliphatic amines
like tTMSA [17,18].

To study the parallel, quasimonomolecular, irreversible decay of
the charged reactant we have exploited the previously studied pro-
ton transfer reaction between the alkane RC and the 7-oxabicyclo
[2,2,1]heptane (OCH) [19].

n-Hexane (99.8%, ‘‘Reactiv”, Russia) and 2,2,4-trimethylpentane
(Aldrich, 99.8%) were purified by passing through columns with
activated alumina. 2,2,4,4,6,8,8-Heptamethylnonane (Aldrich,
98%), squalane (Aldrich, 99%), tris(trimethylsilyl)amine (Aldrich,
98%), 7-oxabicyclo[2,2,1]heptane (Aldrich, 98%), and p-terphenyl-
d14 (Aldrich, 98%) were used as received.

To prevent the interaction of generated RIs and of excited lumi-
nophore molecules with dissolved oxygen, solutions were
degassed by freeze–pump–thaw cycles. The temperature of irradi-
ated samples was maintained at 20 �C.

The recombination fluorescence intensity decays, I0 and IB, were
registered alternately in zero (B < 0.05 mT) and non-zero (B = 0.1 T)
external magnetic fields, respectively. These fluorescence decay
curves were used to calculate the ratio IB(t)/I0(t), called the time-
resolved magnetic field effect, for further analysis.

2.2. Basics of TR MFE technique

Delayed fluorescence from irradiated organic solutions of lumi-
nophores typically lasts much longer than the fluorescence of the
singlet excited luminophore does. The reason for this is that some
time passes before forming the electronically excited luminescent
molecules due to the recombination of a RIP since the RIPs’ part-
ners diffuse to each other in the irradiated solution. Therefore,
the decay of the intensity of recombination fluorescence depends
on both the rate of the geminate RIP’s recombination and the fluo-
rescence lifetime of the excited luminophore. If the lifetime of the
excited luminophore molecule is short enough, the radiative deac-
tivation of the luminophore nearly coincides with the moment of
the RIP recombination. As a result, the recombination fluorescence
intensity, I(t), is proportional to the recombination rate of the RIPs,
F(t), multiplied by the singlet state population of RIPs ensemble
[10,11,20]:

IðtÞ / FðtÞ � ½hqSSðtÞ þ ð1� hÞ=4�; ð1Þ
where qss(t) is the time dependence of the singlet state population
of the initially singlet-correlated RIPs. h is a semiempirical parame-
ter to take into account the fact that in the multiparticle radiation
spur only a fraction of recombining RIPs is spin-correlated since
some of them are composed of radical ions originating from the dif-
ferent primary ionization events. The second term in the brackets
takes account of such spin-uncorrelated RIPs.

In this approximation, the TR MFE curve,

IBðtÞ
I0ðtÞ ¼

h � qB
SSðtÞ þ ð1� hÞ=4

h � q0
SSðtÞ þ ð1� hÞ=4 ; ð2Þ

depends only on the singlet state populations of the spin-correlated
RIPs, qss(t), in non-zero and zero external magnetic fields as indi-
cated by superscripts B and 0, respectively. The qss(t) dependence
can be evaluated taking the paramagnetic relaxation into account
as previously suggested [10,19]:
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where 1/T1,2 = 1/T(a)1,2 + 1/T(c)1,2 are the sums of the longitudinal
and phase relaxation rates of RIP partners, and T0 is the parameter
to describe phase relaxation of the RIP in a zero magnetic field in
the same manner. Subscripts ‘‘a” and ‘‘c” point to the parameters
of RA and RC, respectively. Importantly, the analytical solutions to
G0(t) are known only for some particular cases: the case of one or
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two groups of equivalent magnetic nuclei and the case of a great
number of nonequivalent nuclei (Appendix A).

If one of the RIP partners takes part in the electron transfer
involving a neutral molecule so that this partner is transformed
into another radical ion, then Eqs. (3) and (4) must be modified.
Let us consider the reaction, which occurs at the moment t0 and
results in the transformation of a reactant, parent RC (denoted as
c1) into another, secondary RC (c2). In this case, at a later time,
t > t0, the singlet state population can be calculated as follows [21]:
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If the kinetics of the RC’s reaction with bulk molecules can be

described correctly using the rate constant k, the singlet state pop-
ulation averaged over t0 with the exponential distribution at the
moment t is of the form:

qssðtÞ ¼ expð�kCtÞ � qssðt; tÞ þ kC �
Z t

0
expð�kCt0Þqssðt; t0Þdt0: ð7Þ

where C is the concentration of the added compound whose mole-
cules form the secondary radical ions.

Eq. (7) allows one to consider more complicated forms of the
kinetics of radical ions reactions too. This would be necessary
when studying geminate recombination phenomena in amorphous
solids, where bimolecular processes are described by a non-
exponential kinetics (see, e.g. [22]), or studying TR MFE on a time
scale of few nanoseconds for RIPs with comparatively large, say
10–20 mT [23], HFC constants, when time-dependent correction
[24] for the rate constant should be taken into account.

3. Results and discussion

When analyzing the manifestation of phase coherences in the
singlet–triplet transitions in a spin-correlated RIP, it is instructive
to distinguish between the situations with the resolved and unre-
solved EPR spectra of the partners composing the RIP. If both the
HFCs in RA and the RIPs’ paramagnetic relaxation are insignificant,
and the RC has the unresolved EPR spectrum, the corresponding TR
MFE curve exhibits only one Gaussian-like peak [10,25]. Both the
temporal width and the position of this peak are determined by
the second moment of the EPR spectrum width, r2, of the RC. For
the RC with magnetically equivalent nuclei, the TR MFE curve exhi-
bits a series of distinct oscillations whose peak positions relate to
the HFC constant. So, if the reactant RC shows the unresolved
EPR spectrum and the reaction product RC exhibits the resolved
one, these oscillations grow with increasing reaction rate. On the
contrary, when the reactant RC with the resolved EPR spectrum
is transformed into the RC with the unresolved one, this reaction
reduces any oscillations in the spin state evolution of the RIP. In
this work, we have studied these two cases of EPR spectrum trans-
formation after the reactions denoted as ‘‘case A” and ‘‘case B”,
respectively. Below, these cases are considered using particular
experimental systems. For case A, we also examine the accuracy
of the approach and, besides, the applicability of this for estimating
RI’s reaction rates if such RI is involved in the parallel processes of
quasi-monomolecular chemical decay.
3.1. Case A

To probe the sensitivity of the TR MFE curve to the transforma-
tion of RC with the unresolved EPR spectrum into that with the
resolved one, we have studied the charge transfer reaction:

HMNþ� þ tTMSA!k8 HMNþ tTMSAþ� ð8Þ
The RC, HMN+�, having HFC with many magnetically nonequiv-

alent protons and therefore showing the unresolved EPR spectrum,
is transformed into tTMSA+� with the dominant HFC constant with
14N nucleus. The HFC constant, a(14N) = 1.2 mT, was obtained from
our TR MFE experiments. We have also determined the value
r = 1.5 mT as the EPR spectrum width of HMN+� which is close to
1.6 mT, obtained in Ref. [14].

To ensure a fast trapping of the primary hexane holes by HMN
molecules we have used a rather high HMN concentration of 0.1 M.
Assuming that the trapping is the diffusion-controlled reaction
with a rate constant of about 3–4 � 1010 M�1 s�1 [19], we have
estimated the characteristic trapping time as �0.1 ns, which is
much shorter than an instrument response function of �1 ns. The
concentration of tTMSA was chosen low enough from 1 to 3 mM
to prevent the formation of tTMSA+� due to the direct trapping of
solvent holes. Note that within our 100 ns observation window
we can neglect a positive charge transfer from any molecular RCs
to p-TP-d14 molecules.

Fig. 1a shows the transformation of TR MFE curves with increas-
ing tTMSA concentrations. There is only one distinct peak with its
maximum at times less than 10 ns in the absence of the solute. As
the tTMSA concentration increases, the additional oscillations
caused by the HFC of unpaired electron with 14N nucleus in tTMSA
RC become apparent.

The simulation of the experimental curves using Eqs. (2), and
(5)–(7) showed that the best fit was reached with the rate constant
k8 = 4.0 � 1010 M�1 s�1. This value is very close to the reaction rate
constants of positive charge transfer from HMN+� to other amines,
(3.5–3.7) � 1010 M�1 s�1, as determined in the n-hexane solutions
in Ref. [19]. To show the accuracy of the TR MFE method, Fig. 1b
depicts the fittings of the curve with 1.5 mM tTMSA at the rate con-
stants k8 = 4 � 1010 M�1 s�1 varied by 30% up and down which
makes the fit to experiment less satisfactory.

With the use of the system, where reaction (8) occurs, we have
also verified the applicability of the TR MFE method for estimating
the rate of the reaction between RI and molecule when the RI is
involved in the parallel quasi-monomolecular chemical reaction
resulting in quenching of recombination fluorescence. The fact is
that the fragmentation or intermolecular proton transfer involving
the alkane radical cations are often mentioned as such reactions
[1,8]. To model these, we have added ether, OCH, to the irradiated
solution of HMN and tTMSA in n-hexane. The reaction

HMNþ� þ OCH!k9 Products ð9Þ
has been previously studied by the method of pre-recombinational
quenching [19], which allows us to compare the results obtained by
these two methods. As suggested in the work cited, the OCH mole-
cules react with HMN+� without a subsequent formation of lumines-
cence states due to intermolecular proton transfer.

Fig. 2a and b exemplify the effect of adding 3 mM OCH to the
n-hexane solution of 0.1 M HMN, 1 mM tTMSA and 30 lM p-TP-
d14. Fig. 2a shows a drastic relative acceleration of the fluorescence
intensity decay as a result of the OCH addition that is in accordance
with the previous results [19]. Note that at t > 20 ns the fluores-
cence intensity decay for both of the curves presented is of a
hyperbolic form, which is typical of geminate recombination. This
indicates [26] OCH to react only with HMN+� and not to react with
tTMSA+�. Therefore, due to reaction (9) the reactant RC, HMN+�, is



Fig. 1. (a) Experimental (circles) and calculated curves of TR MFE in recombination fluorescence of 0.1 M HMN, 30 lM p-TP-d14 in n-hexane solution with varied
concentrations of tTMSA (shown in the graph). The modeling was performed with the reaction rate constant k8 = 4 � 1010 M�1 s�1. (b) The same for solution with 1.5 mM
tTMSA using simulation with the k value varied by 30% up and down as indicated in the plot. The curves are shifted vertically.

Fig. 2. (a) Delayed fluorescence decays from n-hexane solution of 0.1 M HMN, 1 mM tTMSA and 30 lM p-TP-d14 without (upper curve) and with 3 mM OCH (bottom curve).
(b) Experimental (circles) and calculated (lines) ratios of fluorescence intensities in high and zero magnetic fields of the same solution without (upper curve) and with OCH
(bottom curve). The calculation was performed at the reaction rate constants k8 = 3.4 � 1010 M�1 s�1, k9 = 3.7 � 1010 M�1 s�1. For convenience, the curves are shifted
vertically.
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actually removed from the ensemble probed by the observation of
recombination fluorescence via two approximately independent
pathways.

The presence of the parallel reaction path requires a slight mod-
ification of Eq. (7). The decay of HMN+� due to reactions (8) and (9)
can be described using the equation of formal chemical kinetics,

d½HMNþ��
dt

¼ �ðk8½tTMSA� þ k9½OCH�Þ � ½HMNþ�� ð10Þ

Thus, by analogy with Ref. [26], the exponential distribution of
the primary RIP lifetimes used in Eq. (7) with the characteristic
time s8 = 1/(k8�[tTMSA]) should be replaced in the case of two com-
peting reactions (8) and (9), by the reduced time s8s9/(s8 + s9),
where s9 = 1/(k9�[OCH]).

Adding the quencher, OCH, makes the oscillations, observed on
the curve of the recombination fluorescence decay, prominent
(Fig. 2a). The TR MFE curves show a manifestation of quantum
beats more clearly (Fig. 2b). The increase in peaks’ amplitudes
due to the presence of parallel reaction (9) can be attributed to a
decrease in both the characteristic time and the formation time
spread for tTMSA+�, whose recombination with RA results in the
fluorescence observed.

In the simulation shown in Fig. 2b, we have used the rate con-
stant of reaction (9), k9 = 3.7 � 1010 M�1 s�1 determined previously
[19]. The best fit to the experiment, with the use of formulas (2),
and (5)–(7) to simulate the curves of TR MFE in Fig. 2b, was
reached with the rate constant of reaction (8) k8 = 3.4 � 1010 M�1 -
s�1. Taking the estimated accuracy of the TR MFE method into
account, this result agrees fairly well with the value obtained in
the experiment without OCH. This example also suggests that
studies on the concentration dependence of the TR MFE curves
allow one to determine the rates of both parallel processes though
with a reduced accuracy.

3.2. Case B

The charge transfer with transition from RC with the resolved
EPR spectrum to RC with the unresolved one is exemplified by
the reaction

isoOCþ� þ SQ !k11 isoOCþ SQþ�; ð11Þ
where the reactant RC, isoOC+�, is transformed into SQ+�, having
HFCs with many magnetically nonequivalent nuclei. The best fit
to the experiments (Fig. 3) is reached by describing HFC in isoOC+�

with two groups of equivalent protons with the constants a(10H)
= 1.25 mT and a(6H) = 0.37 mT. These values are very close to
1.3 mT (10H) and 0.37 mT (6H) that were determined in Ref. [14];
SQ+� is considered as a particle with the unresolved EPR spectrum



Table 1
The charge transfer rate constants determined by the TR MFE technique.

Reactiona Rate constant, M�1 s�1 Reference

isoOC+� + DPS-d10 ? isoOC + DPS-d10+� (3.5 ± 1) � 1010b [12]
C9H20

+� + C9H0
20 ? C9H20 + C9H0

20
+� (2.6 ± 0.4) � 108c [13]

C12H26
+� + C12H0

26 ? C12H26 + C12H0
26

+� (1.6 ± 0.2) � 108c [13]
C16H34

+� + C16H0
34 ? C16H34 + C16H0

34
+� (2.8 ± 0.6) � 108c [13]

isoOC+� + DMA? isoOC + DMA+� (1.5 ± 0.2) � 1010c [14]
isoOC+� + t-DEC? isoOC + t-DEC+� (1.0 ± 0.2) � 1010c [14]
NB+� + NB0 ? NB + NB0+� (1.5 ± 0.3) � 1010c [29]
HMN+� + tTMSA? HMN + TMSA+� (4.0 ± 0.6) � 1010c This work
isoOC+� + SQ? isoOC + SQ+� (1 ± 0.3) � 109c This work

a isoOC = isooctane; DPS-d10 = diphenylsulfide-d10; DMA = 1,3-dimethyladaman-
tane; t-DEC = trans-decalin; HMN = 2,2,4,4,6,8,8-heptamethylnonane; NB = norbor-
nane; tTMSA = tris(trimethylsilyl)amine; SQ = squalane.

b Solvent = isooctane.
c Solvent = n-hexane.

Fig. 3. Experimental (noisy) and calculated (smooth) ratios of fluorescence inten-
sities in high, 0.1 T, and zero magnetic fields for n-hexane solution of 0.3 M isoOC,
30 lM p-TP-d14 and SQ, whose concentrations are shown in the figure. The modeling
was performed with the rate constant of reaction (11), k11 = 1 � 109 M�1 s�1, with
DEE rate constant, kex = 1.0 � 109 M�1 s�1, for SQ RC. For convenience, the curves are
shifted vertically.
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with r = 0.4 mT [14]. Additionally, the degenerate electron transfer,
involving RC and SQ molecules, was taken into account within the
approach described in Appendix A.

As before, we have used a rather high isoOC concentration of
0.3 M. A further increase in concentration did not change the TR
MFE curves, which indicates that the charge transfer from ionized
hexane to the isoOC molecule occurs almost instantly to prevent
any contributions of solvent holes to the TR MFE. When SQ is
added at lower concentrations, the charge transfer reaction (11)
occurs that causes a decrease in the amplitudes of the peaks
related to isoOC+� (Fig. 3). The best fit to the experimental curves
is reached with the reaction rate constant k11 = 1.0 � 109 M�1 s�1,
which is by an order of magnitude less than the diffusion con-
trolled reaction rate constant. Such a low value explains a negligi-
ble effect of SQ at its concentration of about 3 mM (Fig. 3). To
achieve better fits at higher SQ concentrations, in addition to reac-
tion (11) it is necessary to account for the degenerate electron
exchange (DEE) between molecules and RCs of squalane (Appendix
A) with the similar rate constant kex � 1.0 � 109 M�1 s�1.

The reason for such low rates of both reaction (11) and the DEE,
involving the SQ RCs, is very probably the same as that suggested
previously for the DEE reaction involving the n-alkane RCs [13]. It
was shown that the ionization potential of the alkane molecule
with a long carbon skeleton increases for conformations of n-
alkane formed by rotation of the fragments of the initial all-trans
structure around the C–C bond of the skeleton. As the probability
to be in the conformation with multiple gauche transitions is rela-
tively high for long SQ molecules in solution, they supposedly do
not participate in reaction (11) of electron transfer to the isoOC
RC. This results in a decrease of the effective reaction rate constant
as compared with that of reagent encounters in solution.

3.3. Capabilities and restrictions of the TR MFE method

As mentioned in the Section 1, the method of TR MFE in recom-
bination fluorescence has already been applied to investigate
ion-molecular reactions in some particular cases. The results of
ion-molecular reaction rate measurements are summarized in
Table 1.

For the first time, the above approach was used to estimate the
rate of charge transfer between the isoOC+� and diphenylsulfide-d10
(DPS-d10) molecules [12]. The damped harmonic oscillations
caused by the difference between the g-factors of the DPS-d10 RC
and p-TP-d14 RA were observed on the TR MFE curves. The rate
constant was obtained from oscillation phase shift, caused by the
time delay of DPS-d10 RC formation. Actually, this approach can
be applied only to the simplest case where the EPR spectra of RIP
partners are the narrow singlets. In particular, since isoOC+� exhi-
bits a broad EPR spectrum, a more complicated theoretical analysis
is needed to get better estimates.

Another particular case was considered by Potashov and
coworkers [14], who studied the positive charge transfer from
isoOC+� to the particles, forming RCs with very short spin–lattice
relaxation times, T1. In that case, the rate of the observed long-
time decay of the TR MFE curves was almost equal to the reaction
rate. 1,3-Dimethyladamantane and trans-decalin were chosen as
positive charge acceptors whose RCs have very short relaxation
times, T1 � 6 ns [27] and T1 � 10 ns [28], respectively. Modeling
the TR MFE curves showed that the rate of electron transfer from
the molecules of these cyclic alkanes to isoOC+� RC is determined
by reactants diffusion.

The TR MFE technique was also successfully applied to study
the alkane RCs DEE. Note that only this approach can be used in
the nanosecond time domain because the optical absorption spec-
tra do not change in these reactions while the HFCs are modulated
causing changes in the TR MFE curves. To estimate the DEE rate for
the n-alkane RCs with a comparatively narrow EPR spectrumwidth
in solutions, it was necessary to model the TR MFE curves within
the time range where the phase coherence was not lost yet [13].
On the contrary, studying the DEE reaction for norbornane RC in
the n-hexane solutions required the analysis of the magnetic field
dependences of the long-time tails of the TR MFE curves, deter-
mined exclusively by the spin–lattice relaxation process [29].
Unlike the n-alkane RCs electron self-exchange reaction, for the
norbornane RC, which seems to exhibit a rigid structure, the self-
exchange may occur at almost every encounter between the RC
and neutral molecules in solutions.

Examples, summarized in Table 1, show that the TR MFE
method can be applied to determine the rate constants of various
ion-molecular reactions. Under favorable conditions, the achiev-
able precision of the measurement is better than 30% that depends,
in particular, on the magnetic characteristics of radical ionic spe-
cies before and after reaction.

As any other approach, the TR MFE method has its own limita-
tions. To observe recombination fluorescence kinetics, a lumino-
phore is required with the fluorescence time significantly shorter
than the characteristic times of the processes studied. It is very
desirable that the partner of the radical ion of interest would have
a narrow EPR spectrum in order to minimize its contribution to the
spin evolution of the RIP studied. The capabilities of the TR MFE
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method are also limited if the primary radical ion exhibits very fast
paramagnetic relaxation. When the transverse relaxation time T2 is
shorter than the characteristic time of chemical reaction and the
longitudinal relaxation time T1 is substantially longer than T2, the
method remains to be applicable but its precision decreases
because the short T2 causes a fast singlet–triplet mixing and the
peculiarities of the curve become less apparent. When both T1
and T2 are significantly shorter than the chemical reaction time,
the TR MFE method becomes uninformative.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we have verified that the method of time-resolved
magnetic field effect in recombination fluorescence from irradiated
solutions can be used to determine the rates of ion-molecular reac-
tions involving one of the partners of the spin-correlated RIP. The
applicability of the approach was tested for the positive charge
transfer reactions resulting in the transformation of the unresolved
EPR spectrum into the resolved one (case A) and vice versa (case B).
For case A, the inherent accuracy of the approach was estimated
and its usefulness was tested in the case of RI involvement in the
parallel reaction of chemical decay. It was shown that the available
theoretical model allows a reasonable reproduction of the experi-
mental TR MFE curves in the nanosecond time domain.
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Appendix A

The analytical solutions to G0,B(t) are known only for some par-
ticular cases: the case of some equivalent magnetic nuclei groups
and the case of the great number of nonequivalent magnetic nuclei.
For a great amount of magnetic nuclei with the different HFC con-
stants (particles with the unresolved EPR spectrum), in the frame-
work of semi-classical approximation functions G(t) have the
forms (in the field units for r and a) [25],

G0ðtÞ ¼ 1
3
� ½1þ 2 � ð1� ðcrtÞ2Þ � expð�ðcrtÞ2=2Þ�; ðA1Þ

GBðtÞ ¼ exp½�ðcrtÞ2=2�; ðA2Þ
where r2 is the second momentum of the radical ion EPR spectrum,
c is the electron gyromagnetic ratio.

For a one magnetic nucleus with spin I and the HFC constant a
[10,20],

G0ðtÞ ¼ 3þ 4IðI þ 1Þ � ð1þ 2 � cosðcaðI þ 1=2Þ � tÞÞ
3ð2I þ 1Þ2

; ðA3Þ

GBðtÞ ¼ 1
2I þ 1

� sinðcaðI þ 1=2Þ � tÞ
sin c a

2 � t
� � : ðA4Þ

The spin evolution can be described by taking account of the
degenerate electron exchange (DEE) causing multiple accidental
changes in nuclear projections [25]. If one of the RIP partners par-
ticipates in the DEE, its G(t) functions should be replaced by the fol-
lowing ones
CcðtÞ ¼
Xn¼1

n¼1

GðnÞ
c ðtÞ; ðA5Þ

where the term

GðnÞ
c ðtÞ ¼ s�1 �

Z t

0
Gð1Þ

c ðt0Þ � Gðn�1Þ
c ðt � t0Þdt0 ðA6Þ

allows for an accidental realization of (n � 1) acts of charge
exchange by moment t.

Gð1Þ
c ðtÞ ¼ GcðtÞ � expð�t=sÞ; ðA7Þ

sc is the average time of electron exchange.
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